MOTHERCARE PREPARATORY SCHOOLS
ASSESSMENT 1 - 2021
P. 2 ENGLISH
Name:_______________________________Stream: ____________
Branch: _________________________________________________
Fill in the missing letters.
1.

r____t

2.

3.

cha____r

Ele____hant

Give the opposites of the words below.
4.

sister

____________________

5.

king

____________________

Fill in the blank space with the correct word.
6.

There is ____________________milk in the cup.

7.

Nakato is ___________________food now.

8.

The birds are _________________the tree.

9.

A pig is to piglet as a cow is to ______________________

10. Rose ___________________ Ritah are fat girls.
Re-arrange the words to form correct sentences.
11. has a puppy The dog.
____________________________________________________
12. name is your What?
____________________________________________________
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Use the words in the brackets correctly to complete the
sentences.
13. Sam is ______________________the cow shed. (clean)
14. Our cow has _________________calves. (4)
15. Shina put many ________________in the basket. (orange)
Re-arrange the words in Abc order.
16. ship

boat

motorcycle

car

_____________________________________________________
17. mug

man

millet

meat

_____________________________________________________
Re-arrange letters to form correct words.
18. mezia

:

______________________________________

19. bladerazor :

______________________________________

Use the words below to make correct sentences.
20. cut

:

_____________________________________________

21. cat

:

_____________________________________________

Read and draw.
22. He is sailing a boat.
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Re-write the sentences below as instructed in brackets
below.
23. Jerry has apples. Jane has apples.
(Join the sentences using:…..…and……....)
_____________________________________________________
24. Jacinta is crying. She lost her doll.
(Join using ……..because………..)
_____________________________________________________
25. Alice likes a boat. Grace likes a bicycle.
(Join using………but……..….)
_____________________________________________________
SECTION B
26. Match correctly.
a) pig

stable

b) dog

basket

c) cat

hive

d) bee

kennel

e) horse

sty

27. Draw these objects.

bicycle
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razorblade

mango

drum

28. Complete the table below.
one

two

tall

_________________ tallest

_______________ lazier

more than two

laziest

long

_________________ longest

good

_________________ best

bad
worse
_________________
29. Read the story below and answer the questions about it
in full sentences.
MY PET
My name is Namuli. I am in Primary two. My pet is a
monkey, I love it so much. Its young one is a baby, It
stays on a tree. I feed my monkey on a yellow banana
when it is hungry. It chatters when it is in a lot of pain.
Questions:
1.

What is the name of the girl in the story?
______________________________________________________

2.

________________________is the young one of a monkey.

3.

Where does a monkey stay?
______________________________________________________
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4.

Write down the name of your pet.
______________________________________________________

5.

Draw Namuli feeding her pet.

30.
(I) Make correct sentences.
a)

_____________________________
_____________________________

b)

_____________________________
_____________________________

(II) Fill in some, any, was or were to complete the sentences.
c) The pilot ____________________flying an aeroplane.
d) Kato and Babirye _________________singing yesterday.
e) There isn’t ____________________water in the jerrycan.
THE END
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